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Weakened by the religious challenges of the Protestant Reformation, the early
modern Catholic Church sought “stability and reassurance.”1 One way it did
so was through “tales of individual Jewish conversions,” which went hand
in hand with aggressive conversionary efforts. In Rome, these efforts began
in the sixteenth century, through the burning of the Talmud and through the
pressure exerted by ghetto life. In 1584, Gregory XIII ordered Roman Jews
to submit to forced preaching.2

This process repeated itself in the mid-eighteenth century, especially under
Pope Benedict XIV. But the motives this time were different. Rather than
battling disintegrating Catholic unity, as it did in the sixteenth century, the
eighteenth century papacy was responding to religious and political chal-
lenges that accompanied the rise of anti-clericalism, secularism, and demands
for religious tolerance.3 Similar, albeit perhaps more subtle, attempts to con-
vert Jews, complemented by tales and polemics decrying Jewish error and
telling of conversionary miracles, were also known in late seventeenth and
eighteenth century Poland. Yet contrastingly, the eighteenth century Polish
Church and its clergy were reacting to stimuli similar to those the Church in
Rome had reacted to over a century and a half before. As in so many other
areas of “modernization,” in the matter of policy, and attitudes, toward Jews,
Poland once again lagged behind, its Church still embroiled in pre-modern
religious and political conflicts and still responding to the aftershocks of
early modern religious crises and wars, including those involving Protestants,
Muslims and the Eastern Orthodox.4 Seeking to buttress itself and to enhance
its weakened authority, and perhaps even more its weakened prestige in the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, the Polish clergy resorted to mission and
to glorifying narrative of the kind that would show, as was so often said
in sixteenth century Rome, that truly, there was only “one flock and one
pastor.”5 Battling non-Catholics and unruly secular leadership created a sense
of purpose. More importantly, it reassured.

Admittedly, neither efforts to convert Jews in Poland, nor the results, were
spectacular. Still, materials from numerous Church archives point to a steady,
if limited, influx of converts to Catholicism not only from Judaism, but also
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Protestantism, and Orthodoxy.6 These conversions warrant examination re-
gardless of their small absolute and relative number.7 Among other things,
considering the archival materials that still await exploration, advances made
to Jews may have been more common than previously thought.8 Bishop Fran-
ciszek Antoni Kobielski (1679–1755), of Łuck, famously tried to convert
Jews by preaching in synagogues.9 But he is also known for preaching to
Protestants. Reports sent to Rome by Jesuit missions and colleges also men-
tion Jesuit missionary initiatives to Jews, Protestants and “transgressing
Catholics.”10 Franciscan Reformed Conventuals,11 too, made advances to
Jews and Protestants in the late seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries, as
Waldemar Kowalski’s publication of the Stopnica and Pinczów registry of
converts shows.12 Jews, therefore, were one of many targets in the Church’s
battle for religious primacy in early modern Poland.

Most previous studies of Jewish converts to Christianity in Poland have
focused either on the Jews who were ennobled following conversion, or on
the Frankists, the followers of the Jewish messianic pretender Jacob Frank,
who accepted Catholicism en masse in the late 1750s and 1760s.13 This focus
may reflect both the prominence of these cases and the availability of data.
Most Polish neophytes, however, were of lower rank and were not ennobled
after converting. Few, if any, Polish Jewish converts to Christianity played a
role in Christian scholarship corresponding to that of Jewish converts in Ger-
man lands.14 Poland had no converts comparable to the controversial German
Johannes Pfefferkorn.15

The difference in the type and caliber of converts in Poland and in German
lands may be partly explained by the markedly different conditions. De-
spite social interaction between Jews and Catholics in early modern Poland,
there was virtually no intellectual exchange there between these groups. The
Catholic insistence on the Latin Vulgate as the only authoritative version of
the Bible and the restrictions the Church placed on the study of the Bible
and other unauthorized texts all but eliminated the need for Catholics to
study the Hebrew language and Scriptures. This in turn lessened the need
for Jewish-Catholic intellectual exchange and the opportunity for converts to
become prominent as a result.16 But, still, there were converts, as documents
in the Jesuit Archive in Rome (ARSI) attest. These documents are especially
important for observing Jewish conversions to Catholicism before the first
partition of Poland in 1772.

Jewish converts to Catholicism and their numbers

Jesuits interest in conversion is signaled by a prayer offered by Jan Drews
(1649–1710):
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Let us pray for the infidel Jews so that God our Lord may uncover
their hearts and so that they may know Jesus Christ, Our Lord. Eternal
Almighty God, you who do not push the Jewish infidelity away from
your mercy, hear our prayers, which we offer for the enlightenment of
your blind people so that they may be led away from their darkness . . .17

Whether Jews succeeded in making conversions cannot be said, but other
Jesuits did succeed, converting Jews, as well as other non-Catholics, and rec-
onciling transgressing Catholics, too. The Litterae Annuae, the annual reports
sent to Rome from Jesuit colleges and missions, detailing Jesuit activities in
early modern Poland-Lithuania,18 provide ample material for investigation,
including about the number of converts to Catholicism under the auspices of
Polish Jesuit institutions. As with almost any official reports, the statistics
are neither complete nor entirely accurate; the desire to impress superiors in
Rome may have led to exaggeration. However, the reports deserve attention,
since they often provide the names19 and personal information about individ-
ual converts, as well as the names of particular clerics. They may also point
to a broader phenomenon of Jewish conversions to Catholicism that future
research in the archives of other religious orders may illuminate.

Documents at the ARSI indicate that each year, Jews, along with other
non-Catholics, converted to Catholicism at Jesuit churches and colleges. Be-
tween 1712 and 1715, 11 Jews, 18 Lutherans, and 3 Calvinists converted in
the Jesuit College in Lvov, and between 1754 and 1755, there were 4 Jewish
and 22 Lutheran converts at the Jesuit church in Cracow. In Poznań during
the same period, there were 5 Jewish, 52 Lutheran, and 2 Calvinist converts.20

These numbers, even if incomplete, suggest trends in Jesuit missionary work
and may highlight conversion patterns within Poland-Lithuania.

Data from the Jesuit administrative Province of Poland for 1718–1755
show a similar pattern (Table 1).21

The number of Jewish converts is fairly constant each year, except for
1738, when it is highest (67) and 1750 when it is lowest (2). Conversions
in 1738 may be related to the relatively little known Jewish messianic ex-
pectations of 1740.24 Indeed, there is a surge in conversions between 1739
and 1744 in the Vitebsk region, according to the fructus spirituales of the
Vitebsk Jesuits. One convert listed by the Vitebsk Jesuits explicitly linked his
conversion to the disappointments of 1740.25

These reports not only give the converts’ names, but the locations where
conversions occurred. In some cases, one can trace the activities of particular
Jesuits.26 The largest numbers of Jews during those years were converted
in Cracow (17), Poznań (Posen, 16), and Stanisławów near Lwów (15). In
more provincial locations, one or two Jewish converts were noted. The pro-
portion of Lutherans converting to Catholicism, compared to Calvinists, is
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Table 1.

Year Total number Jews Protestants:
Lutherans and
Calvinists

Schismatics Others: Apostates,
of converts to (i.e., Russian Atheists, Muslim,
Catholicism and Greek “Possessed by

Orthodox) demon through
a contract,” etc.

1718 187 24 10422 55 4

1721 212 21 164 13 14

1722 181 26 110 45 n/a

1725 308 28 251: 216 Lutherans,
35 Calvinists

19 10

1733 150 24 119 2 5

1738 261 67 172: 169 Lutherans,
3 Calvinists

6 16

1739 366 25 322: 312 Lutherans,
10 Calvinists

11 8

1741 309 21 271: 265 Lutherans,
6 Calvinists

7 10

1744 239 22 205: 194 Lutherans,
11 Calvinists

7 5

1746 238 27 119: 115 Lutherans,
4 Calvinists

89 3

175023 1611 2 72: 71 Lutherans,
1 Calvinist

1535 2

1751 379 9 268: 263 Lutherans,
5 Calvinists

87 15

1752 181 18 138: 126 Lutherans,
12 Calvinists

17 8

1753 474 24 208: 182 Lutherans,
26 Calvinists

219 23

1754 170 17 103: 96 Lutherans,
7 Calvinists

27 23

1755 215 22 144: 141 Lutherans,
3 Calvinists

42 7

Total 5481 377 2770 2181 153

relatively constant. As Table 1 shows, Lutheran converts consistently and
significantly outnumbered Calvinists. This may relate to demographic dif-
ferences between Lutherans and Calvinists. Yet it is more likely that the
high number of Lutherans reflects special efforts by Jesuits, who clearly tar-
geted Protestant, German-speaking merchants.27 Records from the Jesuit ad-
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Table 2.

Year Total Jews Protestants Schismatics Other

1743 351 23 272: 265 Lutherans,
7 Calvinists

45 11

1744 822 22 225: 218 Lutherans,
7 Calvinists

567 8

174730 364 33 238: 224 Lutherans,
14 Calvinists

93 n/a see “Jews”

1748 492 33 327: 314 Lutherans,
13 Calvinists

132 n/a see “Jews”

1753 460 32 219: 199 Lutherans,
20 Calvinists

190 19

1754 949 32 232: 220 Lutherans,
12 Calvinists

685 n/a

1755 443 32 217: 210 Lutherans,
7 Calvinists

194 n/a

Total 3881 207 1730 1906 n/a

Table 3.

Year Livonia Łuck–Brest Płock Poznań
(including Warsaw)

Samogitia Varmia Vilna

1743 9 – 1 1 2 – 10

1744 1 – 1 3 – – 17

1747 1 3 2 – 5 – 22

1748 2 1 2 – 3 2 23

1753 2 – 5 3 3 – 19

1754 3 1 2 4 – – 22

1755 1 9 1 4 – – 17

Total 19 14 14 15 13 2 130

ministrative Province of Lithuania for 1743–1755 reveal a similar trend28

(Table 2).29

The number of Jewish converts ranges from 22 to 33. Again, converts
from Lutheranism significantly outnumber those from Calvinism. These doc-
uments can also be broken down by region to show where the 207 Jews
converted during these twelve years (Table 3).31

Jesuits were apparently most successful in the Vilna diocese, which aver-
aged just over ten converts per year. This may be explained by the fact that
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Vilna was the largest diocese in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The
Society of Jesus had long been established there, with its famous academy
and press.32 In addition, the Jewish population of Vilna was larger than that
in regions such as Livonia or Varmia. The statistic for the Łuck region, which
was headed by the active Bishop Kobielski, is curious. The small number
of Jewish converts seems to contradict his claim that “many of the infidels
were converted and baptized,”33 although the number may be simply a sign of
Jesuit weakness. In Kobielski’s diocese, Dominicans were more prominent,34

whereas Jesuits had a larger presence in the Lithuanian parts of the eastern
provinces of the Commonwealth.35 Moreover, the Vilna region covered ex-
tensive territory that included fifteen towns, such as Vilna itself, Grodno,
Słuck, and Vitebsk. The Łuck region covered only the two towns of Pinsk and
Drohiczyn. Given Bishop Kobielski’s missionary activity and reports and the
Jesuit data from the Łuck region, one might speculate that there were a variety
of Church institutions and individual clergy working toward converting Jews.

The Jesuit Litterae Annuae for 1685–1722, the Litterae Annuae for Great
Poland for 1754–1770; and the Historia Provinciae Poloniae Minorae for
1754–1770 indicate that 50 of about 75 converts from Jesuit institutions
whose gender is known were men.36 Others were Jewish women (15) and
Jewish children (10).37 Among the children, five converted with their parents
– four girls with their mothers and one boy with his father. The remaining
five children were males aged 10 to 17.38 A twenty-two-year-old woman
who converted in Przemyśl in 1767 is said to have abandoned “the sect and
her husband” (sectam et maritum deservit),39 which could have meant either
Judaism or Frankism. In addition, there were more than 260 Jewish converts
whose gender was not disclosed. They are identified only as “converted ex
Judaismo.” The data does not permit sound conclusions on gender, but if we
combine the information with data from Jesuits in Vitebsk and Franciscan
missions in Pińczów and Stopnica, it appears that men who converted in the
late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries were sometimes financially
supported and encouraged to convert by Polish nobles with whom they had
business relations.40 Jewish women may have been less likely to have direct,
extended business contacts with nobles and may have been prompted to con-
vert more by personal circumstances, as was the case of a Jewish woman who
converted because her Jewish husband had abandoned her.41 Indeed, Jesuit
records indicate that many Jewish women married Christian men immediately
after their conversions.42

Apart from conversion, some of the sources reveal traces of “apostasy”
from Catholicism to Judaism, which were most often recorded when the
“apostates” reverted to Christianity. A few “apostates” may have been Jew-
ish converts to Christianity who returned to Judaism, but were later “recon-
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verted” to Christianity. One such Jew, baptized by a Greek Orthodox priest
in Niemirów, escaped that town, returned to Judaism, was apprehended, per-
suaded to renounce “his errors” by a Jesuit missionary, and, finally, converted
to Catholicism.43 A number of individuals referred to as “apostate a Fide
Catholica ad Judaismum”44 may have been Christians, often women, who
adopted Judaism, although without formal conversion. Maryna Dawidowa
and Maryna Wojciechówna were tried and punished for apostasy in the town
of Dubno (today part of Ukraine) in 1716.45 Such cases, as well as Protestant
missions in Poland, must have contributed to the Church’s sense of embattled
insecurity and underlined further the need it felt for reassurance.

Church regulations and Jewish converts

The increase in conversionary efforts coincided with the general rise of in-
terest by the Polish Church hierarchy in Jews. After paying relatively little
attention to Poland’s Jews for centuries, in the late 1600s and 1700s, Polish
Church officials became interested in regulating Jews and Jewish-Christian
interaction.46 Some Church officials, who were worried that the Jewish popu-
lation was growing rapidly and overtaking the overall population in Christian
towns, considered measures that would limit Jewish growth and proportion-
ately increase the Christian population, both of which Jewish conversions to
Catholicism could have achieved simultaneously. In the seventeenth century,
as archival evidence attests, few Church officials pursued this strategy ea-
gerly, but by the early eighteenth century, bishops began to issue rulings in
pastoral letters and synodal legislation in support of conversion alongside the
effors of the Catholic clergy itself.

Rulings made at eighteenth-century synods were based on a bull of
Clement XI in 1704, which consolidated and reinforced texts issued by his
predecessors. In particular, Clement XI revived the ruling, standard since the
thirteenth century,47 ensuring that conversions not be discouraged because of
potential financial loss, especially of inheritances, to which the convert, while
still a non-believer, would have been entitled. The Church, too, would benefit
directly through tithes on property previously not subject to this tax. Clement
also ordered that converts be instructed in the Articles of Faith both before
and after conversion, that their contacts with “infidels” be limited following
baptism, and that they should marry only born Catholics. Local priests were to
guard against relapse and the resumption of Jewish rites; if converts reverted
to “their vomit,” they were to be treated as heretics.48 The pope referred to
Gregory XIII’s 1584 bull concerning forced preaching, confirming its valid-
ity, but also repeated the traditional caveat that Jews should be converted by
persuasion, not force. He cited fragments of Paul III’s Cupientes Iudaeos,
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of 1542, which dealt with the material well-being of converts, their status
within society, and their protection from harm. The faithful were urged not to
despise recent converts, especially those who were poor,49 to welcome them,
and to cultivate these new “buds of the Church.” This bull was republished in
the legislation of the Płock synod of 1733 and, in a very loose translation into
Polish, four years later in the pastoral letters of Bishops Josaphat Michał Karp
of Samogitia and Jan Aleksander Lipski of Cracow,50 which also emphasized
the problem of acceptance,51 for their change of status often left converts vul-
nerable to abuse.52 Jews who converted were regularly considered suspect, by
Catholic, as well as Jewish, society;53 and both societies regularly consigned
converts to a social limbo.54

Even though converts were theoretically no longer subject to the restric-
tions imposed on Jews, one eighteenth-century regulation indicates that the
rule had notable exceptions. The Synodal Constitutions of the Chełmno Synod
of 1745 declared ineligible for the priesthood all “those born of Heretics,
Lutherans, Calvinists, Schismatics, Jews unconverted to Holy Faith, and those
who have fallen into such heresy themselves.”55 The converted son of a Jew,
in other words, was ineligible to become a priest; exceptions might be made
only in the second generation. Such restrictions contradicted canon law. Ac-
cording to the sixteenth-century tract De Iudaeis et Aliis Infidelibus, by Mar-
quandus de Sussanis, which is regarded as indicative of the direction papal
Jewry policy sought to take during the Counter-Reformation – intended, as
this tract was, to be a handbook for judges in cases involving Jewry law56 –
a convert was freed from restrictions upon Jews and was fit for both priest-
hood and public office.57 Moreover, whereas the 1737 Polish “translation” of
the bull by Clement XI implies the existence of limitations on converts, the
Chełmno Synod of 1745 actually advocated them, making discrimination into
law. The lead in such discriminatory practice began in the sixteenth century,
when the Jesuit Order refused to accept descendants of Jews as members.58

But there is no way of knowing whether this particular precedent influenced
the Chełmno Synod. It should, however, be noted that converted Jews were
not the only group labeled unfit to enjoy the full rights of Catholics; Jews
appear together with “Heretics, Lutherans, Calvinists, and Schismatics.”59

The struggle thus was against all whose Catholic purity might be suspect.60

The fact should not be glossed over that Polish synods and bishops de-
cided to focus upon Jewish converts, and to republish papal bulls concerning
them only in the late 1600s and the 1700s, not during the first hundred or so
years of these texts’ existence. This may indicate that previously there had
been fewer converts from Judaism61 or that they had been better accepted.
More likely, the problems related to the absorption of Jewish converts into
Polish society stemmed not so much from their growing number but from the
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increasing intolerance and exclusiveness that emerged in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, eventually to become part and parcel of modern Polish
nationalism.62

Eliminating non-Catholics through conversion, or at least asserting author-
ity over them, was part of this process and a crucial aspect of the missionary
efforts by Bishop Franciszek Antoni Kobielski of the Łuck diocese in the east-
ern territories of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. In his 1741 pastoral
letter to the Jews of his diocese, Franciszek Antoni Kobielski wrote:

Out of our Pastoral obligation and the authority given to us by God
over all neighbors, and regarding you also as our neighbors and desiring
your conversion, we commanded the superiors of the Churches in our
diocese, having advised you about the time, to demonstrate at least once
every four months to you, gathered in your synagogues or schools, the
proofs about the Messiah and Incarnated God, from your Prophets and
Scriptures, clearly described by Patriarchs, Prophets, and St. David your
King of Israel, by Prophet Jeremiah in your Psalms and other books.
[Now] we command you to receive with respect the priests who come
to you with God’s word and teachings in your schools, and to listen to
them.63

This letter was to be affixed to the doors of synagogues and read “in a clear
and distinct voice.”64 But Kobielski’s aim was not purely conversionary. This
is a pastoral letter65 addressed to Polish Jews, the only such letter written
in Polish and actually delivered (to Jews) in early modern times.66 Beyond
conversion, it seems, Kobielski intended to assert his “God-given” authority
over all people within his diocese, including the non-Catholics, who were
formally outside his jurisdiction. Jews, moreover, were not Kobielski’s only
target. A Protestant missionary reported from his travels in Poland, in 1747,
that “this bishop was seized with religious fervor and decided to bring to the
Roman throne [the Catholic Church] not only Jews but also Protestants.” Yet
he soon had to abandon his efforts. Local Protestants threatened to enlist the
help of the Prussian King, were these efforts to persist.67

But they did persist, certainly to Jews. In his 1749 report ad limina to
Pope Benedict XIV, Kobielski wrote: “While inspecting my diocese I visited
Jewish synagogues in all places, I preached pastoral sermons so that they may
convert.”68 His report boasted the success of his efforts, but complained that
he did not have enough clerics to assist him in this work:

Indeed . . . God so blessed the works of my pastoral care that many
of the infidels were converted and baptized, and the number of those re-
ceiving religious instruction [catechumenorum], just as that of the other
poor, rises daily. But almost all require support [suffragio] and alms and
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should be assisted and provided for [during their] life by me and other
benefactors, so that they may not return to their vomit [ne ad vomitum
redeant]. But I have to confess that for such great harvest I have few
workers. Therefore, I beseech Your Holiness, seeing that it is worthy, to
reissue the bull of Gregory XIII concerning those preaching to the Jews
and to encourage the religious who are exempt from my jurisdiction to
devote themselves readily to [this] beneficial work, I cannot demand it
at all,69 indeed despite my insistent attention [meis enim officiis licet
frequenter inculcatis].70

Turing to the Dominican General in Rome, Kobielski asked about the meth-
ods the Dominicans used to convert Jews in Rome. Kobielski inserted the
detailed response he received – that essentially confirms that which is known
from other sources – into a collection of his letters published between 1740–
1742.71 At least one-third of all Roman Jews, among them children aged 12
or older, were required to listen to weekly sermons. If a quorum was lacking,
the Jewish community was fined. The Jews also paid the preachers a food and
clothing allowance. Sermons began in the evening and lasted about an hour;
but the preacher himself determined the actual length. Sermons were based
on the Gospels and dealt with aspects of Christianity that Jewish teachings
negated. The doctrines were then applied to the Law of Torah. Soldiers were
present to ensure that the Jews remained silent and did not slip out before the
end. The Jews were encouraged to respond with questions and comments that
the preacher then rebutted.72

We do not know whether Kobielski tried to apply these methods himself.
But in publishing them, Kobielski certainly wanted to make them known in
Poland. However, Roman methods could have been applied in Eastern Europe
only with difficulty. Unless they lived in Church-owned towns or jurydyki
(enclaves within towns), Polish Jews, unlike those of Rome, were not directly
subject to Church jurisdiction. And there were over half a million Polish Jews
in the mid-eighteenth century, not three to four thousand, as at Rome.73 Also
unlike Jews in the Roman ghetto, Polish Jews lived in towns and villages
scattered throughout the vast territories of the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth. Kobielski had no troops either to enforce his rules. Still, he persisted,
continuing his incursions by preaching in synagogues while he toured his
diocese. He also had a collection of his conversionary sermons published.74

Yet as Jacob Goldberg has pointed out in his work on Jewish converts
to Catholicism in Poland, both the scope and the results of missionary efforts
among Jews in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth were limited.75 Despite
Kobielski’s claims, we know of no mass wave of conversion in his diocese.
His own personal conduct may have also dampened prospects. One source
from the period – albeit hostile to Catholicism – maintains that Kobielski of-
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ten preached while drunk, provoking merriment among the Jews. This source,
Stephan Schultz, a Protestant missionary to the Jews in Poland, reporting
his travels throughout Poland in 1747 described his visit with Józef Andrzej
Załuski (1702–1774), then a royal referendary and later the Catholic bishop
of Kiev, with whom Schultz discussed Kobielski. Thanking Schultz for a gift
of books, Załuski said:76

“This man makes a good effort [trying to convert Jews].77 May there
be such a person in Poland, since there are so many Jews here.” Mr.
Janotzki78 said, “But this bishop [Kobielski] also ordered preaching to
Jews.” [Załuski] responded, “That does not mean that he measures up to
this task.”79

Schultz then explained:

Later I heard that the above-mentioned bishop is the Łuck diocese
bishop [Kobielski] and that Załuski was right [in] saying that this bishop
did not measure up to his task. The following circumstances may serve
as evidence. . . . Once he went to a synagogue in Węgrów and began
preaching. Because he was completely drunk, he fell asleep during the
sermon. The sermon was finished by a vicar, and the bishop was carried
out from the synagogue. In his first and second sermons, the wine made
him say, “Dear Jews, my beloved brothers, when you become Christian,
I will ennoble you.” It is said that these words took [the bishop] fifteen
minutes to say because his eyelids were constantly closing. Jews could
not help but laugh during this sermon.80

Superfluous to add, the existence of Protestant competition was a further
incentive for the Catholic Church to press forward with conversionary activ-
ity. More important, perhaps, this competition generated a need “to demon-
strate” success. That demonstration often took the form of invented narra-
tives. Revealing about clerical anxiety, these narratives provided reassurance,
and guidance, too, in a trying moment.

Church rhetoric and Jewish converts

Authors of controversial works, as well as Polish Catholic preachers, often
used stories of Jews and Jewish converts rhetorically. They were ammunition
against the challenges Catholicism faced from Protestants and lay Polish
leaders. Some authors claimed to be writing exclusively ad convertendos
Judaeos,81 but their works appear directed at Protestantism, too,82 strengthen-
ing Catholic faith by refuting Jewish and Protestant error.83 These polemical
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writings and narratives, therefore, were part of the broad effort in the later sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries to assert Catholic primacy over the diverse
cultures of Poland-Lithuania.

In the polemics, Jews appear as idealized theological stereotypes.84 They
were generally presented as culpable for their role in Jesus’ death, which in
turn caused their exile by the Romans. Yet approached properly, Jews might
be redeemed.85 A 1645 work by Marek Korona, featuring a discourse between
“a Catholic Theologian, a Rabbi, and an Arian [anti-Trinitarian],” typifies this
genre. In these works, Jews usually convert, acknowledging their mistakes
and recognizing Catholicism as the true Church, despite vociferous Protestant
dissent.86

Sermons, too, show Jews converting, however, not because of theological
argument, rather through miracles. The Jesuit preacher Stanisław Bielicki
told the story of a Jew who allegedly converted in Cracow in 1703 during
the Northern War with Sweden (1700–1721).87 The Polish Royal Army was
building a bridge over a river in the presence of the Polish king Augustus II,
together with his generals, two Catholic bishops,88 and a Jew, who was “an
agent of the General Commissar Bliwernicz.” The Swedes cut the bridge’s
ropes, and the Jew, standing nearby, fell into the water and began to drown.
The Catholic bishops prayed to St. Stanislaus, who was said to have crossed
that very river with dry feet, which evoked the mockery of the Protestant royal
generals in the Saxon army. Why, they asked, if the saint had indeed crossed
the river with dry feet, did he not save the Jew. The bishops continued to pray
intensely, and the Jew miraculously survived. The Protestants were proven
wrong, and the Jew converted, taking the name Stanislaus – or least so goes
the story.

This account is typical. The miracle leading to the Jew’s conversion was
employed to challenge Protestant skepticism about the power of Catholic
saints. Such miracle stories also asserted Catholic superiority, as did numer-
ous medieval exempla, which were carefully chosen to reflect contemporary
Polish life. That this was possible unintentionally reveals how much Poland
lagged behind the times.

One such exemplum, from a collection in the Dominican archives at Cra-
cow, concerns a “fallen” Agnieszka (Agnes), who was saved by the Virgin
Mary and subsequently converted her Jewish mistress.89 Though this text is
dated 1265, elements in it indicate that it may have been reworked in the early
modern period. The story supposedly took place after a war, when convents
for “young ladies had to release them back to their homes,” perhaps a refer-
ence to the Religious Wars of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, even
though such conflicts did not effect Poland greatly. After Agnieszka left the
convent and returned to her father, he raped and impregnated her. When she
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was about to give birth, the devil, disguised as a monk, advised her to drown
the infant. Struggling with her maternal feelings, she threw the baby into a
lake and then traveled to a town where she was hired as a wet nurse by a
Jewish woman named Sarah, in whose home Agnieszka spent five years, sad
and depressed. Having befriended her mistress, Agnieszka told Sarah about
the Virgin Mother of Christ, emphasizing Mary’s motherly qualities. She also
taught Sarah the Pater Noster and the Hail Mary. After years of inner struggle,
Agnieszka confessed her “sins” to a Dominican friar, who sent her to the Pope
for absolution.

Upon Agnieszka’s return from Rome, Sarah welcomed her warmly, in-
furiating Sarah’s husband, “since he already suspected that she had led his
wife astray,” and in his fury, he killed Agnieszka. Terrified, Sarah hid in a
closet until midnight, when her husband went to the synagogue. When she
left the closet, she saw Mary and two other virgins visiting Agnieszka’s body
and smearing something on her wounds. By morning Agnieszka’s body was
gone. When the husband came home and found no corpse, he assumed that
his wife had buried the body. Sarah assumed that her husband had buried
Agnieszka, but was afraid to speak about it. Forty days later, a woman ar-
rived bearing Agnieszka’s greetings for Sarah and her husband.90 Sarah said
that the mighty Christ had resurrected her. Enraged, the husband said, “I was
always afraid that she had led you into error” and locked up his wife for two
years. Eventually he departed on a business trip. While he was gone, Sarah
took three of their children and, inspired by the miracle she had witnessed,
became a Christian.

This exemplum is significant because of Agnieszka’s social role. She was
a servant in a Jewish household, a frequent occupation for Christian women
in Poland. More important, she succeeded in converting her mistress and her
children. Despite Church prohibitions against Christian women serving in
Jewish homes, this story seems to accept this economic reality and to en-
courage Christian servants to convert Jews. Such stories conceivably were
intended to raise the confidence of these servants in Catholicism, as well as
to discourage “Judaizing,” which bishops complained about in their rulings.91

Other narratives turn the tables, inventing fictitious Jewish converts in or-
der to criticize Catholic society and its lay leaders. A highly representative
example is a pamphlet from 1728 that initially appears to be a conversionary
manual, The Letter of a Certain Statesman [Statysta] which Includes Some
of the Reasons Why Today’s Jews Rarely Convert to the Holy Catholic Faith:
Also Some Methods Serving the Conversion of the Jewish Nation.92 Accord-
ing to its frontispiece, the author was the convert Jan Krzysztof Lewek, who
was seeking financial support. But Lewek’s real identity is questionable. His
strong criticism of Catholic morality, and the absence of criticism of Jews
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and their society, which is so often a feature of works by true converts,
makes it unlikely that the author was a newly converted Jew.93 Telltale as
well are citations from John Chrysostom and many other Latin texts. The
pamphlet opens by criticizing of Christian society. The second part, though
suggesting how to convert Jews, reads primarily as a critique of Christian
ways. Lewek’s dilemma is how to implement his program, which closely
resembles that of the Counter-Reformation as set forth in Pope Paul IV’s
bull Cum Nimis Absurdum and Marquardus de Susannis’ De Iudaeis et Aliis
Infidelibus, both predicated on the need to exert pressure by worsening Jewish
living conditions94 and which also required “support from the secular arm,
from the lords and secular officials.”95 And this, Lewek says, is precisely
what the pious and zealous preachers seeking to enlighten the Jews so sorely
lack.

Jews also did not convert, Lewek said, because they see the sinful Chris-
tian way of life:96

The Christians’ own way of life, often impious and shameful, fills
Jews with disgust [discouraging them] from adhering to the Christian
Faith, and the desecration and violation of the Christian Sabbath, that is
Sunday, and of various Holidays are the most conspicuous [sins] in the
eyes of this Nation blinded by its stubbornness. . . . When the Jews see
that Christians desecrate and violate Holidays with various debaucheries
and excesses at banquets and drinking-bouts and dances, and [that] many
[violate them] by engaging in trade and forbidden work, they [the Jews]
are greatly scandalized at that. . . . Therefore, when they see that the
days dedicated to God do not differ from ordinary days, unless by more
excesses and offenses to God, the unfaithful Jews doubt that Christians
have a true fear of God. . . .97

The term “Christian Sabbath” rhetorically and purposefully underlines
Catholic sinfulness, especially when contrasted to the Jews’ strict observance
of their Sabbath. The Jews’ faithful religious observance stands out against
Catholic laxity and the abuses, which Jews are said to perceive as scandalous
despite their “blind” stubbornness.98

The central problem, nonetheless was that too many Christians treated
Jews respectfully and allowed them to prosper, giving Jews little incentive to
convert:

Some powerful lords and people of high status do not hesitate to
converse in a familiar manner [poufale] with [Jews], to say nothing of
keeping company or even fraternizing with them; they even give [Jews]
access to their estates more easily than to other Christians, and they en-
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trust them [Jews] with their affairs and show them respect, by addressing
them with respectable titles.99

Appalled, the author spoke of foreign countries, which, to his mind, dealt with
Jews appropriately, sharply restricting their freedoms. Contrasting foreign
and local conditions was a common tactic in works that engaged in internal
polemic, in particular, in those of Stefan Żuchowski and Jakub Radliński,
beside those of Lewek.100 There was also the problem of Jews who lorded it
over Christians:

Christians take up jobs as servants to the Jews, not only during
their Sabbaths and holidays, but all year long, which . . . confirms the
Jews more and more in their presumption that they have authority over
Goyim, that is pagans (as they regard Christians) who have to be at their
service.101

Were Christians to prevent activities like this, were Polish lords not to coddle
Jews, the Jews might be converted.102 The Jews of Poland would embrace
Christianity, Lewek went on, were all their economic privileges, such as the
leasing of mills and inns and the right to collect tolls and taxes, abolished,
“since [so restrained] they would better feel and experience that they are in
exile without any hope of its end.”103 The same would occur if Jews had to
struggle to make a living and were forced to till the soil, construct homes, and
build military structures, presumably tasks performed by lower-class Chris-
tians. Surprisingly, Lewek made no mention of the situation described two
decades later, in Benedict XIV’s bull of 1751 A quo primum, which criticizes
bishops for lending money to Jews at interest. Such activity no doubt was
long entrenched, not to mention its strong suggestion that some members of
the Polish hierarchy, at least, had other things than conversion on their mind
when it came to Jews.104

Finally, said Lewek, if Jews were not allowed to have synagogues, where
they could study “the blasphemous Talmud,” or to hire and wield authority
over Christians, Jews would turn to Christianity. At the very least, educated
Jews should be required to attend Christian sermons once a month.105 Lewek
thus was touting the application of Counter-Reformation Jewry policies –
in an almost verbatim reprise, furthermore, of its exponents’ arguments106

– together with calling for recent Polish synodal legislation to be enforced.
Yet the author’s masked identity makes is difficult to speculate about his true
motives.

What stands out is Lewek’s double frustration, first, with Jewish resistance
and, second, with the secular lords and their unwillingness to cooperate with
the Church, a frustration that accounts for his repeated tales of conversion.
Whether real or fictitious, these tales provided solace – and about this, we
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may generalize. Told in turbulent times, stories like those recounted by Lewek
and others bolstered the spirits of a Polish clergy that sought “stability and
reassurance” after decades, if not centuries, of loss and defeats. These stories
also provided guidance and a vent for clerical frustration. It was, moreover,
the stories, the fictions themselves, that really counted. For the number of
actual converts, though constant and perhaps larger than hitherto realized,
was still tiny and could do little to help the Church to dominate the Polish-
Lithuanian Commonwealth anew.

***

This brings us full circle, to the apparent similarities we noted between at-
titudes and policies adopted toward Jews in eighteenth century Poland and the
Papal State. And what should be clear is that despite external resemblances,
the Polish and Roman Churches pursued similar policies aimed at limitation
and conversion each for motives of its own. The Roman Church was mili-
tantly opposing modernity, whatever its manifestation.107 The Polish Church
still perceived issues in Tridentine, Counter-Reformation terms. Such was its
reality, a Church challenged for hegemony on its native terrain, just as was
the Roman Church two hundred years earlier in Western and Central Europe.
The Polish Church began to confront “modernity” only from about 1760s,
alongside the goblins of the past.108 Before that time, there is little evidence
that held back as it was by the same political and ideological inertia, which
threatened, and eventually catalyzed the dismemberment of the Polish state,
the Polish Church knew that “modernity” existed at all. This was certainly so
with respect to the Jews.
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